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EDITOR'S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the latest editon of SPINNAKER, which did come
a bit later in the day than is usually expected. When working
on this edition of SPINNAKER, one can see that in spite of the
Covid-19 disruptions that were still in place until very recently,
the Club still had so much to write about!
Most of you have already been repeatedly soaking up the new
atmosphere in the Club following its extensive refurbishment
programme which has seen our beloved Club transformed into
very different Club house than what we have been used to. Of
course, this is the result of extensive work carried out over a
record period of time. Substantial work is really and truy unseen
but was required to ensure the longevity of the investment put
in to this new look. This has given the Club its much needed
rebirth!. The work was ready just in time to welcome the crews
of the 114 boats that came for the 42nd Rolex Middle Sea
Race.
The overall victory in the Rolex Middle Sea Race under IRC time
correction went to Comanche (CAY). Skippered by Mitch Booth
with an elite crew of Olympic, America’s Cup, and ocean racing
talent, the 30.48m/100ft maxi completed the race in 40 hours,
17 minutes, and 50 seconds, seven and half hours inside the
previous race record. In taking line honours, Comanche has also
set a new monohull race record, finally beating the time set by
George David’s Rambler in 2007. This record will probably take
a few more years to beat....but one never knows!
The Maltese fleet had their own stories to share from the
Rolex Middle Sea Race and snippets of their adventures were
shared in the article Modern Day Tritons. Their accounts have
truly elevated the stock and reputation of an already proud
seafaring nation. In true corinthian spirit, Mario Debono’s
cruising boat Janissah is a testament to the endurance of the
non-professional crews testing their limits in offshore racing
whilst the wish for more female participation, as expressed
by some of the local female participants are discussed in this
edition.

in the first part of the year with crews taking part in the 61st
Yachting Malta Syracuse Race, the Round Comino Race, BOV
Gozo Weekend Regatta, the Zhik Double Handed Figure of
Eight Race. The last competitive race of the season, the Yacht
Lift Round Malta race welcomed one of the biggest fleets of
late, wrapping up a highly competitive season. As has become
the tradition, the Club hosted the Annual Boxing Day Race
closing off the year in an entertaining and charitable way.
The Club also welcomed its new Memberships Coordinator,
Josella Catalogna, who joined us in August. A total live wire,
Josella has quickly integrated into the Club’s atmosphere and
whilst making her sit still for a short chat to get to know her
better was a challenge, we still managed to wrangle a bit of
insight on our newest team member.
We hope you enjoy the read, we are already working on the
Summer edition of SPINNAKER so if you have a story to share,
get in touch!
Maria Vella-Galea | Editor
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The RMYC Sailing School continues to do us proud. The
school keeps going from strength to strength and our sailors
are starting to make a name for themselves – locally and
internationally. It is indeed an honour that two of our ILCA
sailors – Lara Merten and Dimitris Vertsonis have been selected
to form part of the National Team training for possible selection
for the 2023 Games of the Small States of Europe which will be
hosted by Malta in June next year. Dimitris has also performed
well in the ICLA 6 Class at the Senior European Championships.
Our young Optimist sailors too have brought honour to the
Club with their determined performances becoming strong and
stronger.
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The Club’s Sailing Programme finally took off in the latter part
of 2021. Racing activity certainly made up for the lost time
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COMMODORE’S
MESSAGE
Dear Members,
2021 saw us being faced with various challenges, yet the Club
Committee still worked tirelessly to implement a programme
that included the refurbishment of the interior parts of the
Club premises, the resurfacing of the roof area including
tiling, the organisation and hosting of the international Rolex
Middle Sea Race, the participation of our young Sailing School
students at various local and international events.
2021 saw a number of changes to the Club’s Committee.
Nevertheless, new energy made up for where experience
was lacking enabling us to have a busy but fruitful year. I was
humbled with the amount of support shown by the members
and it was an honour to be elected Commodore.
Following a lull in the summer months, racing picked up again
in November with the BOV Gozo Weekend Regatta, the
Zhik Double Handed Race and the Yacht Lift Round Malta
attracting a large amount of boats eager to race.

We will do our utmost to keep on with this trend to attract
more participants, as it is always a joy to see so many
spinnakers lining Marsamxett harbour.
More work is being done to extend our reach within the
sailing community and currently the Club is in discussion with
a number of individuals – some of which are members, to
establish the formation of the Malta Classic Yacht Association,
a section within the Club. But more of that later.
This year’s Rolex Middle Sea Race welcomed a remarkable
fleet of 114 yachts. The breathtaking spectacle the Grand
Harbour never disappoints – no wonder really with a fleet
ranging in size from 140 feet (42.56 metres) down to some
comparatively, ridiculously small 30-footers (9 plus metres).
The 42nd edition provided two new course records - one for
the multihulls, established by Jason Carroll’s ARGO, and one
for the monohulls, established by Mitch Booth’s Comanche.
Congratulations goes to Comanche for achieving the trifecta

of overall winner, monohull line honours and a monohull race
record.
The RMYC has recently been given the go ahead to host the
ORC Southern Europeans in 2023. This will surely be a great
event and a large fleet will be expected.
We take immense pride in the achievements our Sailing School
students have been producing – both locally and abroad. This
is also due to our highly dedicated coaches and staff.
The Club’s appearance has been revived and am sure most
of you have seen in person the difference the new look has
made. Months of hard work prior to the Rolex Middle Sea Race
gave the Club a much needed revamp. But there is still more
work to be done, and during the course of the coming months,
works will continue at the Club and roof area. Apologies in
advance for any inconvenience these works might cause but
am sure you agree with us that we must continue with our
efforts to improve and upgrade the Club.
Improvements have also been carried out on our internal
operating systems the first of which involved our
accounting system. We also recruited a new team member,
Rita Farrugia who with the assistance of the Secretariat
team was able to implement this upgrade. Likewise, the IT
Department is undergoing the same process and hopefully

works on the new Rolex Middle Sea Race and Club websites
will materialise in the coming months. In addition to these
efforts, we are in discussions with the Royal Ocean Racing
Club to look at the possibility of making use of their Race
Management system.
Patronage at the Club has seen a very significant increase in
numbers, this is due to the interest the Club has managed to
create in the past months coupled with a new caterer who
has crafted an innovative and constantly changing menu. This
enthusiasm has also welcomed an influx of new members!
A lot has been achieved thanks to the hard working Committee
members and Club staff. Of course there is always room for
improvement everywhere you look but we keep on working
hard.
I conclude with a sincere thank you to all the Committee
Members and our dedicated staff who collectively have made
it a great year notwithstanding the restrictions we were
faced with. Last but not least a massive thanks is due to our
members who continue to support us – the Club wouldn’t be
the Club we have, without you!

David
David Cremona | Commodore

From the
SECRETARIAT
We have just been through another year of the Covid-19
pandemic. Amidst the difficulties and warranted restrictions,
and whilst most worldwide major events were being cancelled
or postponed, we once again managed to hold our flagship
event – the Rolex Middle Sea Race, despite the great challenges
and uncertainties encountered on the way.
Of course, we did not hold our much-coveted crew party, but
satisfied that we safely managed a prize-giving followed by a
sit-down dinner, as is befitting of such an event.
We also managed to keep our on-water sailing calendar active,
however, now is the time to kick start our social activities which
are the heart of any active Club. These have been dormant for
nearly two years now and we need to start planning these,
with caution, but resolute so that we can once again start
meeting regularly at our Club. The Club exists for like-minded
people to exchange their experiences and to encourage
aspiring sailors of any age to take to the water, be it physically
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or in spirit. By means of our Sailing School we are ensuring that
a new generation of such people will be there to eventually run
and manage our Club, so that we can all continue to enjoy and
reap the fruits of our hard work.
I would like to remind you that we are still undergoing several
court proceedings that the Malta Playing Fields Association
instituted against the Government and against the Club.
Whilst we are in this situation without any fault, we hope
that common sense will prevail, and the involved parties will
eventually come to terms and resolve this issue once and for all.
The Club needs the waterfront area to be able to support the
various initiatives at hand, and the authorities need to assure
us that they will adjust and correct any adverse changes which
would undermine the activity of the Club as a result of these
legal actions.
Our premises has undergone a full makeover. We have
waterproofed and paved all the roof. We have given a makeover

to our offices and Clubhouse. The pool table which you have
asked for is there, ready to be used. We have changed our bar
and restaurant. We have done all this for you, our members. We
ask that you do bring your friends to enjoy and entice them
to join and become members. We should aim at enrolling into
our membership, at least every skipper of the boats that lie in
nearby marinas.
Being a member of the Royal Malta Yacht Club has its privileges.
We have a warm and lovely house where one can unwind and
relax in the company of like-minded people. The quality of food

served is second to none. We want to do all the things that we
have missed out on in the last two years. Meet face to face,
listen, talk, discuss, and argue (in a civil manner). We want to
organise more and bigger events.
In 2023 we are hosting the ORC Europeans which are being
held in Malta. There is so much to do. We have achieved a lot
and with your help, we can do more, much more.

Mark Napier | Hon Secretary RMYC
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THE 42ND ROLEX MIDDLE SEA RACE

WELCOMED 114 BOATS
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The fleet ranged in size from 140 feet (42.56 metres) down
to some comparatively, ridiculously small 30-footers (9 plus
metres). Skorpios, the monohull line honours winner at the
2021 Rolex Fastnet Race and racing under the leadership
of 2008 Tornado Olympic gold medallist, Fernando Echavarri,
was the runaway Goliath. The Davids were the Sunfast 3300
Munjek RS (CRO), the J/99s Calypso (MLT) and Space Jockey
(RUS), and the Hanse 311 Catina 4 (ITA). In between, a trio of
70ft (21m) trimarans – Maserati Multi70 (ITA), Mana (ITA) and
Argo (USA) – and a host of other monohull yachts represented
some 25 countries; an impressive achievement for this much
revered race that has delighted the organisers.
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“The Rolex Middle Sea Race is one
of the premiere events in offshore
racing and to come away with the
triple is very rare. This weather
window was perfect, and we were
lucky to get around the corners at just
the right time. We had everything
thrown at us – strong winds, rain,
lightning, huge waves sometimes.
It was really challenging.”
- Mitch Booth, Comanche (CAY)
6

COMANCHE
The 30.48m/100ft Maxi Comanche (CAY) achieved the trifecta
of overall winner, monohull line honours and a monohull race
record. Comanche’s race record of 40 hours, 17 minutes and
50 seconds is based upon the full course distance of 606nm.
Skippered by Mitch Booth, the exceptional crew of 23 included
in its ranks the likes of Will Oxley, as navigator, Tom Slingsby,
Kyle Langford, Shannon Falcone, Hugo Rocha, Justin Slattery,
Willy Altadill and Luke Molloy.
Two boats have previously achieved this monohull triple
crown: Robert McNeil’s 22.86m/75ft Zephyrus IV in 2000
and George David’s 27.5m/90ft Rambler in 2007.
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SKORPIOS
Largest boat to ever take part. 140 feet (42.56 metres)

SMALLEST BOATS
Space Jockey (9.00)
Catina 4 (9.45)
Calypso (9.94)
Munjek (9.99)

ARGO
Jason Carroll’s MOD 70 trimaran Argo (USA)
also completed a triple crown winning
the Multihull Class under MOCRA time
correction, taking multihull line honours
and setting a new outright race record of
33 hours, 29 minutes and 28 seconds.
Argo smashed both the existing multihull
record of 56 hours 31 minutes 31 seconds,
set by Giovanni Soldini’s Maserati Multi70
in 2020, and the outright race record of
47 hours 55 minutes 3 seconds, set by
George David’s 27.5m/90ft Rambler in
2007.
Argo crew: Jason Carroll, Weston
Barlow, Chad Corning, Peter Cumming,
Thierry Fouchier, Charlie Ogletree, Alister
Richardson, Brian Thompson.
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United Nations
for the Yachting Malta Coastal Race
The Yachting Malta Coastal Race welcomed forty-two teams
representing seventeen countries.
Royal Malta Yacht Club Principal Race Officer, Peter Dimech, sent
the competitors on a course of approximately 30 nautical miles
northwest to Comino. The Coastal Race is the traditional prelude
to the Rolex Middle Sea Race, which takes place three days after.
Starting from Marsamxett Harbour, the international fleet first
rounded the Valletta Harbour Fairway Buoy. After hoisting
spinnakers, the yachts were a magnificent sight as they headed
past the Sliema seafront and St Paul’s Island. The next mark of
the course was Comino, with yachts rounding the barren island
and leaving it to port. The fleet then turned upwind and took on
a tight reach back to the finish at Marsamxett Harbour.
Line Honours went to Frederic Puzin’s Ker 46, Daguet 3 Corum. Puzin and his stellar French crew are no strangers to the
Rolex Middle Sea Race, having come second in class in 2019.
However, this is a new boat for Puzin, who hails from Marseille,
South of France. Daguet 3 -Corum was only a few minutes
ahead of Francois Bopp’s Swiss Farr 52 Chocolate 3, with Peter
Gustafsson’s Swedish J/111 Blur, the third boat to cross the
finish.

Y a c h t i n g M a lta

Christoph, Aaron, and Maya Podesta’s First 45 Elusive 2, winner
of the past two Rolex Middle Sea Races, was the fourth boat to
finish and the first Maltese boat. In total six boats from Malta
were racing including Jonathan Gambin’s Ton Ton Laferla, Sean
Borg’s Xpresso, Sebastian Ripard’s Calypso, and both of the
Jarhead Young Sailors Foundation J/109s, JYS Jan and JYS Jarhead.
After IRC time correction, Peter Gustafsson’s Blur was declared
overall winner of the 2021 Yachting Malta Coastal Race.
Competing in IRC Five, the Swedish J/111, beat Timofey
Zhbankov’s Russian JPK 1180 Rossko Racer into second. The

third overall was Christoph, Aaron, and Maya Podesta’s Maltese
First 45 Elusive 2, the winner of IRC Four.
In the big boat divisions, IRC One was secured by the Dutch
Volvo 70 Hypr skippered by Jens Lindner. Frederic Puzin’s French
Ker 46 Daguet 3 - Corum, was the winner of IRC Two.
The Yachting Malta Nations Trophy, awarded to the combined
placing of the best three Entrants from the same Nation, was
presented to Maltese crews from Elusive 2, Xpresso, and Ton
Ton Laferla.
A prize-giving evening took place the day after at the Xara Lodge
during a private owners’ dinner, hosted by Yachting Malta. Prizes
were presented to the winners by the Hon. Dr Ian Borg, Minister
of Transport, Infrastructure, and Capital Projects, Mr John Huber,
Chairman Yachting Malta, and Mr David Cremona, Commodore of
the Royal Malta Yacht Club.
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The
Modern-day

Tritons

The open space outside the City Gate of Malta’s capital,
Valletta, is dominated by a fountain comprising three
bronze figures of mythological Tritons. Inspired by the
Fontana delle Tartarughe in Rome, they represent Malta’s
links with the sea, their posture gives a sense of potency.
After the last edition of the Rolex Middle Sea Race, the
tritons could easily be replaced by Maltese sailors, whose
affinity with the waters that surround their island home
and whose strength in the face of extraordinary conditions,
have been unquestionable this past week. The accounts of
their experiences throughout the race have elevated the
stock and reputation of an already proud seafaring nation.
The HH42 Artie III, jointly skippered by Lee Satariano
(15 races) and Christian Ripard (31 races), was the first
Maltese boat to finish on the water and second in IRC
Class Three, behind another HH42 Ino XXX. The team
was highly satisfied with their result. “We knew from the
forecast it was going to be fast, so our preparation took
this into account,” advised Satariano. “We adapted our
watch system to ensure the drivers and tactician were
kept fresh. Once or twice from Stromboli (to Trapani) we
were on the limit, broaching more than once. We were
prepared for these moments and kept the boat intact.”
The current Artie project began in 2019 and the team
has been steadily developing the boat from an inshore
racer to a capable offshore steed. “We had been waiting
for a race like this,” continued Satariano. “One that would
fully test the boat and the crew. Our best points of sail
are reaching and running, and the race delivered this. It
was spectacular how the boat and crew responded to the
tough conditions keeping on the tight rope between going
fast under control and suffering damage that puts you
out of the race.” Christian Ripard has seen it all before and
more. “It was great fun, good conditions, good boat, good
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To win an offshore race, first, you must win your class. The
Beneteau 45 Elusive 2, led by the Podesta siblings, did
just that, finishing at the top of IRC Class 4. The winners of
the last two races were unable to convert that success to
a third win overall. “It was extremely challenging and nonstop. There are always things you can do differently, but
we were undone by the park up at Favignana on Monday.
Boats behind caught up and boats in front extended,” said
Christoph (20 races), of Elusive’s 23rd place overall. Aaron
(20 races) picked out some exhilarating moments that also
served to emphasise the skill and knowledge of the crew
who returned undamaged: “For our type of boat, hitting 22
knots of boat speed and jumping from wave to wave was
insane. The constant breeze of 30 plus knots and puffs of
37 with a kite up, we were on the limit all the time.” Maya,
the third triton in the indomitable crew, has done 21 races.

Jonathan Gambin (14 races) sailing the Dufour 44 Ton Ton
Laferla has had an unbroken run of participation since 2008.
“This year was very different to previous races because
there was wind all the way round,” he commented. The
overall result was a disappointment following last year’s
third place, and it was an up and down race. “We had a
bad first leg and could not get the boat trimmed properly,”
Gambin explained. “Through Messina was better, with
good current and wind. We did not hoist our spinnaker on
the heavy downwind section to San Vito Lo Capo. Then a
good leg to Pantelleria was followed by a disastrous one
to Lampedusa, where we lost our best spinnaker, knocked
down by a squall.” (44th overall/4th in IRC 4).

crew. It was definitely the fastest race I have done on this
size of the boat,” he commented, before adding, “it was
a constant balance between seamanship and going fast.
During the day was one thing, but at night the conditions
were much worse. You don’t want to wipe out with a big
kite (spinnaker) up going 25 knots in the dark.”
Sebastian Ripard is the grandson of John Ripard Sr, winner
of the first race in 1968, and was a winner himself on
his first race with his father on the J/109 Market Wizard
in 2002. Skippering the J/99 Calypso was a memorable
experience. “It was once in a lifetime forecast with that
tight low pressure over the racetrack creating mainly
downwind conditions,” explained Ripard. “From Stromboli
to San Vito lo Capo we had anything from 30 to 50 knots
and five to eight meter waves.” A nice entry into and exit
from the Messina Strait was a highlight, with a positive
current most of the way and a back eddy on the Sicilian
shore for the final part. It was not all simple. Their sail
inventory resulted in a difficult situation at Stromboli. “We
tried the A4 in about 30 knots, but the wind quickly picked
up to late 30s, early 40s and the boat was unbelievably
out of control, either broaching out or trying to scream
into a Chinese gybe,” described Ripard. “Fortunately, we
got it down unscathed. It would have been easier with a
smaller kite” This was Ripard’s 15th race and out of the
seven crew, six were family. Calypso finished fourth in IRC
Class 6 and 16th overall.

Next in order of overall results – (28th overall/8th in IRC
6) - was the double-handed Reflex 38 Vivace, sailed by
Andrew Agius Delicata (8 races) and Matthew Gabriele (5),
racing two-handed for the second time. “We are very good
friends, and we have complete trust in each other whatever
the conditions,” explains Delicata. Gabriele was quick to
identify the strong winds of the first couple of days as one
of the biggest challenges: “Even after the second day, we
were quite exhausted. The fact that we have been sailing
together most of our lives was a big support. We knew
the capability of our boat and it helped us push through.”
Vivace finished 3rd in the Double-Handed Class.

The J/109 JYS Jan (45th/12th in IRC 6) was sailed by a
young crew under the guidance of Matthew Farrugia.
“The crew was a mix of very good dinghy sailors aged
16 to 18,” he explained. “Half had the experience of this
race and half were new to offshore sailing.” Of the many
highlights, Farrugia was most impressed by their attitude
in the face of a very difficult set of conditions. “They knew
what was coming and were absolutely the driving force,”
he said. “They showed infinite energy reserves, but also
good decision-making. The first night was very tough
with over 30 knots from the northeast. In the end, close
to Malta, visibility was so bad in driving rain we could not
even see the instrument panel on the mast.” JYS Jarhead,
another young crew, finished 72nd overall and 17th in IRC
6.
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Jonathan Camilleri Bowman, owner of the First 40.7
OpenpaydSekuritance Maltese Falcon 2 (49th/14th in IRC
6) and on his fifth race, felt it had been challenging both
mentally and physically. “We were always pushing the
boundary between speed and safety,” Bowman advised.
“The hardest part was the first night when were struck by
a gust of 46 knots and huge side swells. Overall, though, I
will remember the way the team pulled together and got
on.”

Finishing his 22nd race, Ramon Sant Hill, skipper of Farr
45 Ben Estates Comanche Raider III (62nd/7th in IRC 3),
described the scene below deck: “It is a race boat. We
have water inside, sails to wash and the mess you would
expect after 10 guys have been living onboard with no
opportunity to tidy up during the race. It’s normal!” Every
race, the highlight for Sant Hill is often the same. It is the
way the crew grows up: “We are a family onboard. Every
year we learn to trust more in each other and the boat. We
are amateurs and invest a huge amount of time and effort
in the race. Getting to the start line and finishing the race
is a real achievement.”
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Royal Malta Yacht Club’s Rear Commodore House, Mario
Debono, was on his fifth race and is representative of
the Corinthian spirit of the race. He openly admits that
his Sun Odyssey 45 Janissah (72nd / 16th in IRC 6) is a
cruising boat with little chance of doing well in class or
the overall standings. “We are very happy to have finished
this race in good shape,” Debono said. “I would like other
less competitive boats to see that, if you are a good sailor,
you can do this race even if your boat is not a racer. It
is a real experience, a personal challenge and extremely
rewarding.” Janissah suffered in the strong winds and
rain of the first night, and then again on the last leg
sailing upwind into the full brunt of the storm. “We were
completely underwater at times, and it was worse than
the 2007 race. It was, though, a magnificent race and I am
proud we took on everything the Med had to throw at us
and came through it.”

The Jarhead’s second boat JYS Jarhead finished the race in
73rd/17th in IRC Class 6. Skippered by Richard Nicholson,
Jarhead’s youngest crew member was fifteen-year-old Jake
Mallia, who got his first taste of offshore sailing following
a successful Optimist sailing career.
Three other Maltese yachts took part but were forced to
retire: Sean Borg’s Xp44 Xpresso, Aaron Gatt Floridia’s ICE
52 Otra Vez, and Paul Debono’s Elan 410 Bait.
The Tritons Fountain was created in 1952 by the sculptor
Chevalier Vincent Apap and the draughtsman Victor
Anastasi. Their design was drawn from Greek mythology.
Were it being conceived today, inspiration could be found
much closer to home.

True Grit

RMSRs to his name – the crew learned a lot from him as
they did from each other – there was such a fine show of
human interaction and solidarity with everyone getting
along and doing what they were responsible for.

Embracing the Corinthian Spirit

The 2021 edition of the Rolex Middle Sea Race was
described as “what has been one of the most spectacular
and challenging races for many years” and which had
crews contend with “strong winds, rain, lightning, and
huge waves”.
The expectations of emerging unscathed from this
onslaught were in Mario’s very own words “minimal”. There
were expectations of damage, especially with the
forecasted winds.
An easy sail to Capo Passero set off the crew on a
comfortable start, but this changed drastically when they
reached the Strait of Messina and an easterly wind started
to blow. From then on it was pushing the boat to its limits
and perhaps beyond.

JANISSAH TOOK IT IN HER STRIDE.
The second part of the race, where the fleet heads
towards Stromboli, saw Janissah make good progress and
some of her best times on that stretch. It is not normal for
a cruising boat to consistently sustain around 12 knots,
in fact, Mario asserted that “to be happy a cruising boat
generally averages ten knots”. Eventually, the fastest
speed recorded by Janissah was sixteen knots between
Lampedusa and Malta.

Rear Commodore House Mario Debono shares with
SPINNAKER his experience of the Rolex Middle Sea
Race onboard his cruising Sun Odyssey Janissah.
If there ever was a perfect ambassador to promote the
Cruising Class in yacht racing, then Mario Debono is your
guy. He is a passionate sailor and is a firm advocate for
the Cruising Class. In his opinion, this Class is not given
due importance hence his ongoing mission to grow the
cruising fleet.
Mario’s exposure to sailing goes back to when he was
a three-year-old, accompanying his grandfather on his
fishing trips on a wind-powered luzzu. These trips used
to last anything between two to three days. With no life
jackets being compulsory at the time, his grandfather’s
makeshift safety measure was tying Mario to the mast.
Such a measure begs the question as to whether it was
a cause for any sea sickness bouts, however, Mario wryly
remarked that the only time he was seasick was on a
cruise ship, the cause of which, was probably due to the
long undulating motion of the cruise ship.
Turning the conversation to the Rolex Middle Sea Race, it
was always Mario’s wish to participate in the race with a
boat that he would own, rather than joining on someone
else’s boat. He adds that the idea was never to win – in fact
he admits that he had no problem finishing last as long as
the crew finished – safely. However, his satisfaction at not
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finishing last was palpable, adding that in the first days of
the race held quite a respectable position.

“Janissah is a cruising boat. I am very much aware of
this fact and I would not expect to compete against
the bigger guns – the racing boats “ Mario Debono.
Mario can describe himself as a seasoned competitor
regularly featuring on the Royal Malta Yacht Club’s racing
calendar. Although regular participation in races sets a
strong foundation, Mario is first to acknowledge that
they cannot compare to the huge endeavour and learning
experience that the Rolex Middle Sea Race offers. “Work
on the Race starts the very same day the decision to
participate is taken. That day we drew up a very long
shopping list, a list of what had to stay and what needed
to be taken off.” Mario explained.
Work on their 2021 RMSR started in earnest in August
when the boat underwent a revamp of its sail wardrobe.
Roping in the well-known and highly knowledgable
sailmaker Paolo Giummara from One Sails, a selection of
sails catering for upwind and downwind sailing, in the best
possible way, was chosen.
In terms of crew experience, Janissah had a mix of expertise.
One of the sailors – Maurizio Jacono was on his first race
experience ever - at fifty years of age, this was a baptism
of fire with a steep learning curve. Matthew Scicluna was
possibly the most experienced of the lot, with so many

The easy sail from Favignana to Lampedusa gave the
crew some respite and much-needed sunshine, however
as Janissah neared Lampedusa, the messages started
flooding – excuse the pun! Various wind models were
predicting a very bad weather front ahead of them – “A
great big violet eye was waiting for us”
Lampedusa was the last opportunity to access any form of
shelter, so a crew conference took place to decide on the
next step.
Mario’s concerns for crew safety were not limited to
Janissah’s crew but also to the crew on Jarhead, since his
eighteen-year-old son Nicky (Debono Drury) was racing on
the Jarhead Foundation’s J109 namesake.
“Of course, I knew that Jarhead was in good hands, having
the highly experienced Richard Nicholson as their skipper,
but nonetheless, having no control over Nicky’s safety
was preying on my mind, particularly when models were
predicting a rough journey ahead.”
Inevitably the question as to why Nicky wasn’t racing with
his father was brought up, the answer was that eighteenyear-olds prefer to hang around with crews their own age.
There is unquestionable pride to see his son following in
his footsteps – since he was seven years old, and Mario
admits that Nicky’s start to sailing was far better than his
making him, in some way, a more technical sailor.
Jarhead taking the decision to continue racing was a

factor that spurred the crew of Janissah to continue
racing. In spite of having his heart and mind elsewhere
the thought of being close enough to go to each other’s
aid was comforting. Eventually, Jarhead to a slightly
different route which meant they were out of Janissah’s
sight, only meeting each other visually around 20 miles
off Gozo.
The last night before finishing the race was one of the
toughest nights. Waves, as high as seven metres were
battering the boat constantly. Not being able to see the
top of each wave was disheartening. “This was a difficult
night, the longest, which saw us praying for daylight to see
what was ahead of us. The boat taking these conditions
so well is a fine testament to the crew and all those taking
it in turns to helm.”
Janissah finished the 2021 Rolex Middle Sea Race in an
elapsed time of four days, nine hours, 32 minutes, and 56
seconds, finishing in 72nd place.
In the 42nd edition of the RMSR, 24 boats from a fleet of
114 boats did not finish.
Mulling over the whole endeavour, Mario explains that
his approach was that of discipline – when it was time to
rest, then they rest even if the crew want to stay on deck.
Having said he found that the best strategy was to take on
a consultative approach. This was an approach Mario took
from his grandfather, who always drilled the importance
of the skipper taking the final decision but consensus was
equally important.
“In racing, there are times when snap decisions need to
be taken, however when possible it is good to consult the
crew. Ultimately, even if the decision taken might not be
the one all would have wished for, the likelihood of a sullen
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and resentful crew is less. You cannot have a sulking crew
for five days on end”
Mario was relieved that the Rolex Middle Sea Race was
completed without any injuries. Being the owner, the whole
race was spent with one eye open and one ear cocked,
thus apart from some very bad bouts of seasickness all
emerged unscathed.
Looking back on the time spent preparing the boat, now
one can safely say that there are things that could have
been done differently, there is always something missing,
“maybe I could have been a bit more courageous and risked
a bit more” but Mario admits that he was very mindful of
the fact that he was responsible for the safety of his crew.
Keeping his feet firmly on the ground and being realistic
about how Janissah can perform, Mario is fully aware that
no boat like Janissah can compete with the speed machines
that come for the RMSR, but he is determined that in
October, Janissah will be prepared to be more competitive.
“Maybe it is time to introduce a Class aimed specifically

at Cruising bats. It is of course an offshore race but the
vast majority of boats are cruising boats that with good
preparation are capable of doing well in the Rolex Middle
Sea Race, with the corinthian spirit which gave birth to the
Rolex Middle Sea Race”
Mario concludes the interview by encouraging cruising
boats to take part. The magnificence of the route, even
with the bad weather is breathtaking and is a wonderful
opportunity to see the power, awe, and majesty of the sea
and nature.

“IN SUCH A RACE, YOU ARE PITTING
YOURSELF AGAINST THE SEA, NATURE,
AND WEATHER. ONE MUST HAVE A
HEALTHY RESPECT FOR THE SEA AND
ITS UNPREDICTABLE NATURE. YOU
CANNOT DEFY IT,
BUT YOU CAN SAVOUR IT”.

SOCIAL MEDIA
AND THE
ROLEX MIDDLE SEA RACE

Y a c h t i n g M a lta

In little more than a decade, the impact of social media has
gone from being an entertaining extra to a fully integrated part
of nearly every aspect of daily life for many.
As quickly as social media has wormed itself into every
facet of our everyday lifes, its evolution comes at lightning
speed, making it quite difficult to predict into which way it
will transform itself to next. The development of mobile
technology has played an essential role in shaping the impact
of social media, with such devices dominating the amount of
time spent online.
The Covid-19 pandemic made social media and communication
platforms the inevitable extension of us, particularly when
travel was limited. As the pandemic raged on in 2020 and few
people were able to travel, the necessity to provide access to
the thrilling, and much awaiting start of the Rolex Middle Sea
Race, a live feed was setup. Cameras and a live commentary
from the Lower Barakka – one of the key viewpoints of the
race, was set up.
In 2021, with the support of Yachting Malta, the Club upped
the ante, and the broadcasting of the Rolex Middle Sea Race
start was taken to a higher level. Using a mix of fixed cameras
at strategic points in the Grand Harbour and several cameras
on roaming Rhibs, the Club was able to give a full-blown
professional production that enabled commentators to cover
many angles and facets of the start. The reach was enormous.
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But let’s put some perspective into that.

YEAR ON YEAR GROWTH
Facebook
224% increase on video views
1 million video views
257% increase on repeated views
73% increase in post Reactions/Likes
**The strongest post ever published on the Race’s social
media channels was for Phosphorus II Onboard footage which
generated 681,000 views, reaching over 1 million users. It
was shared 1000 times, generated 250 comments and close
to 10k reactions/likes
YouTube
351,000 minutes of video watched
400% increase in amount of subscribers

Instagram
19.6% increase on Reach
32.2% increase on Follower count
39.93% increase on impressions
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MAYA PODESTA
In 2020, World Sailing, the world governing body of the
sport, became the first Olympic sport to sign the UN
Women Sport for Generation Equality Declaration.
As the debate for gender equality in sport rages on,
SPINNAKER spoke to Emilie Gregory, Lauren Ripard and
Maya Podesta, all participants of the Rolex Middle Sea
Race to get their take on the subject.
Lauren and Maya have many years of experience in big boat
and offshore sailing. Both agree that female participation
has increased in the past years but for many years they
were one of the few on the scene. Maya relates that for
many years she was the only Maltese female sailor to
regularly compete in the RMSR – though, she adds that a
few females ‘came and went’ from the scene.
Emilie’s take on the lack of participation is down to the
perception that females are not strong enough to compete
in the sport which in turn pushes hopefuls away. Although,
thankfully never experienced male crew being hesitant
on recruiting her, Emilie has seen this happen to friends.
Lauren adds this sentiment is felt from mostly older
generation male sailors who think women are not tough
enough or are out to prevent “the boys from having a fun
day out”.
All-Female or Mixed Crews?
All three agree that mixed crews are the better option as
it brings together a great diversity of skills. Maya remarks
that offshore sailing is not about the sailing in general but
also mechanics, improvisations, repairs and looking after
each other, particularly when hard core racing – which is not
for the faint hearted, comes into play. Thus the greater the
skillset the better. Emilie, is one of the first ever all female
crew members to complete the RMSR having been part of
the Jarhead Foundation’s JYS Jan crew. Although roles and
participation should be based on skill, she feels that if an
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EMILIE GREGORY

all female crew is what it takes to break the stigma then
she is certainly all for it. However, having experienced the
race in a mixed crew environment Emilie would not say
that one is better than the other.

time to practise helming during the rest of the year.
It can be scary and intimidating to try something new
when you’re in an offshore race situation” - Lauren
Mead

was welcoming and encouraged her crew to build on their
skills and knowledge – feeling that one is an intergral part
of the team is essential if female participation wants to
grow].

“In terms of brute strength, females can be a lot
stronger than both genders expect, but it’s not only
about strength, it’s about applying your strength in
the right way and using your body weight to help
you…” Maya Podesta

Lauren adds that by making women the butt of jokes,
particularly if the female is the only one on board, is not
helpful and is enough to put someone, who maybe shy or
less confident, off – just don’t do it, she emphasizes! On the
otherhand, she urges female crews not to be embarrassed
or shy to be the only female on board, adding that any
jokes should not be engaged with. And, if a younger
female sailor is on board make sure you support her.

Ultimately, Emilie concludes by saying “If you enjoy doing
something then do it, no matter what your gender is. Don’t
be discouraged and pursue your dreams”

So how can more females take part?
Lauren’s opinion on the matter is directed towards male
sailors who she encourages to allow females to be given
opportunities to join as well as the possibility to try out
new roles. Of course, she adds, this needs to be done
during training or less taxing races so as to build their
experience and confidence. In the long term will enable
them to become key members of the team.
“You cannot expect to see more female sailors able
to helm in offshore conditions if you never give them

Emilie has seen the latter first hand when she crewed with
Nikki Henderson in the Rolex Fastnet and RMSR.
[EDITOR’S NOTE: Nikki Henderson was based in Malta for
some time with the Jarhead Young Sailors’ Foundation
and was the the youngest ever skipper to lead a team in
the Clipper Round the World Yacht Race at the age of 25.
Emilie, recounts how Nikki created an atmosphere which

LAUREN RIPARD

Although the number of women getting involved in
sailing is growing, they are still outnumbered by men.
Unfortunately, some women tend to hold themselves back
by believing they are less capable than men. Hopefully,
the examples set by Emilie, Lauren and Maya will break
this mould and in the very near future we will see a new,
and larger generation of female skippers.
The UN Women Sport for Generation Equality Declaration
is based around six principles that are aligned to the
Beijing Platform for Action:
Principle 1: Undertake systematic efforts to promote
women’s leadership and gender equality in governance
models
Principle 2: Undertake efforts to prevent and respond to
violence against women and girls in and through sports
Principle 3: Undertake to close the gap in investment
in women’s sport and promote equal economic
opportunities for women and girls
Principle 4: Undertake efforts to promote women’s equal
participation and bias-free representation in sports
media, including communications to eliminate harmful
gender stereotypes and to promote positive role models
Principle 5: Undertake efforts to support equal
opportunities for girls in sports, physical activity and
physical education
Principle 6: Agree to systematically monitor and publicly
report on progress on an annual basis
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Metamorphosis...
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Like a butterfly’s metamorphosis from a caterpillar, the
Royal Malta Yacht Club was transformed last year with a
redesigned layout for the Club’s reception area as well as
the restaurant.
The project which was managed by Committee Member in
charge of Special Events and the Rolex Middle Sea Race
Georges Bonello Du Puis, was “all about giving the Club
a long-overdue refresh to make it more appealing to our
members”.
The Club’s 600 square metre footprint had not undergone
maintenance in a long time, thus the first step was to
undertake a waterproofing exercise to repair damages to
the roof. Once that part of the project was completed, the
focus was turned to the interior of the Club, where the
renovation project included numerous touchpoints, with
each upgrade designed to align with a fresher and more
nautical look.

The heart of the Club – the bar and restaurant underwent a
complete renovation with a total replacement of furniture,
light fittings, and soft furnishings. Of course, it would not
have been complete without the breathtaking imagery of
the Club’s flagship race – the Rolex Middle Sea Race so
beautifully captured by none other than Kurt Arrigo.
The Club’s reception area houses the Club’s Trophies, some
dating back over fifty years. The glass cabinets housing
the trophy collection did not do full justice to some of
the historic trophies on display and therefore the layout
of the reception area was designed to give them more
prominence through increased cabinet space and better
lighting. In addition to the increased exposure of the
trophy collection, a games area was set up which include
a billiard table, a large flat-screen TV, and comfortable
armchairs where members can chill and relax.
Sandrina

Cachia,

project

manager

for

the

Club’s

transformation explained that as one would expect the
main inspiration was everything nautical, with a particular
focus on yacht racing. “We were further inspired by iconic
yacht interior designs and wanted to create a space
which brought the same feel and experience to the Club
members and their guests”
Undoubtedly, the major challenge was to achieve this
without major interventions. Of course, the short timeline
to manage both design and execution was more testing,
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because the project had to be ready in time for the Rolex
Middle Sea Race.
“It is always very satisfying to see a project completed
within a tight deadline but I am genuinely pleased with
the outcome as a whole and the overall positive feedback.
I am thankful to have been allowed to design and manage
this project for the Royal Malta Yacht Club, a prestigious
club which we hope the international yachting community
from all over the world will get to visit and enjoy”
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The RMYC Sailing School
Coaching Experience

Hannah Millar first experienced the RMYC Sailing
School as a student back in 2019. In 2021 she was
back, this time as an Instructor where she spent
seven weeks as part of the Sailing School Coaching
Crew. Here’s her story.
Two years later and I’m back, baby! After visiting Malta for
just 5 days in Easter 2019, I was left itching to get back
to this Mediterranean haven and, despite all the curveballs
the COVID-19 pandemic sent our way, I was able to escape
from rainy Northern Ireland for 7 weeks of summer 2021.
Some of you may be thinking- “What are you going to do
for 7 weeks? You’ll definitely get bored” well, I can tell you
now, those 7 weeks did not feel like enough time. My days
were jam-packed with coaching at the Royal Malta Yacht
Club, making wonderful and wacky new friends, sailing
the beautiful sea, exploring Valletta and eating until my
heart’s content at all the amazing restaurants just outside
my door. I cannot begin to describe to you everything
I got up to because this article would take up the entire
magazine! So I’ll focus on my time at the Royal Malta Yacht
Club…
The main reason I wanted to travel back to Malta was so
I could work as a Sailing Instructor at the RMYC Summer
Sailing School, where I was originally welcomed as a
student myself. I have to admit, I was a bit nervous at first,
but the sense of family between the instructors soon made

me feel at home and there was always someone there to
catch you (I mean that both literally and figuratively). While
I worked there, I instructed six days a week and there was
no better feeling than being on the water practically every
day. The sailing conditions at the RMYC Sailing School
were almost always ideal and even when they weren’t, we
still knew how to teach the kids and have fun! On the days
when the wind was perfect we rigged and launched as
quick as a flash, playing games like ‘Pirate’ and ‘Catch the
Sponge’ that were made up by some of our more creative
coaches (thank you Arthur and Dalton). We sailed our way
out to the “Red Mark”, as we call it, and I enjoyed that as
much as the kids. It was both their and my first time sailing
that far away from shore, and it was spectacular. On days
when it was especially windy, once we left the mouth of
the harbour the waves had a mind of their own and gave us
a free rollercoaster ride, along with the occasional capsize
or two… On days when there was no wind at all, we either
stayed on shore playing team relay games with the Bugs
or when the wind died while we were out, we would task
the kids with de-rigging the RS Visions on the water. You
would think that as a sailing instructor my favourite days
would have been when the wind was prime and ready to
go but actually, overall my favourite days were when there
was little wind and we tied the Visions together and all
went swimming at Manoel Island.
The RMYC has something for everyone! I got to instruct a
variety of ages while I was there, including our morning

Children’s Class, afternoon Teen Class and an evening or
Saturday morning Adult Class. One of my favourite classes
during the week was the Language School class. The
RMYC Sailing School offers a group of teens from around
the world an opportunity to learn to sail and I was lucky
enough to teach them. Although my French was more
than rusty, they were all eager to give it a go and enjoyed
seeing Malta from the water’s perspective.
What I loved most about being an Instructor was that even
if you were having a bad day, the kids always cheered
you up. Whether that was with their exciting stories,
mid-sailing sing-songs or talking about Netflix shows, it
was never a dull day sailing. I remember during an adult
private lesson, on our way back in from the “Red Mark” as
we passed the mouth, we saw two dolphins! They felt so
close that we could touch them and I was just in awe at
the whole thing. I never expected to see dolphins while I
was in Malta, never mind this close to the shore, and they
were beautiful.
Despite all this, instructing during COVID-19 definitely had
its challenges: To start, we had to take the temperatures
of all the instructors and children as they arrived. Secondly,
we had to do all briefings and de-briefs outside instead

of in the garage, and worst of all- we had to wear masks
on shore all the time in 40 degree heat! The first week
my family and I arrived in Malta, they were experiencing a
huge June heatwave and temperatures ranged from 35-40
degrees Celsius and as a family from Northern Ireland, I
can tell you now that we struggled. I remember telling my
school teachers before I left that the temperature would
be around 25 degrees…Boy, was I wrong! The only good
thing about having to wear masks was that it hid the
sweat running down all over my face as we rigged-up, but
when we were on the water we could jump in for a quick
cool down and it was bliss.
By the end of my 7 weeks I was a part of the Sailing
School’s tight-knit group and I did not want to leave. I had
met so many amazing people from so many amazing places
and as I’m writing this I can’t help but to miss them all so
much. I want to say “Thank you” to everyone to took me in,
kept me company and became my friend for years to come.
Thank you to SailCoach and the RMYC for this incredible
opportunity and I will be back again soon.
My original trip taught me so much, but this one taught me
so much more.
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Once back at the Club, the Sailing School’s fleet was decked
with I Love Poland branding and short races on the Club’s
dinghy fleet were held in the harbour.
As one can see from the looks on their faces, this experience
was a memorable one and will be imprinted in their memories
for years to come.

It is not every day that young budding sailors get a taste of a
Volvo70 in Maltese waters.
Before the start of the 2021 Rolex Middle Sea Race the crew
of the Volvo Open 70 yacht “I Love Poland” hosted several
young sailors from the RMYC Sailing School for a visit on the
2020 Rolex Middle Sea Race Line Honours winner.
The “I Love Poland” yacht, owned by the Polish National
Foundation (PFN), run the “I Love Poland” programme, designed
to promote Poland worldwide. Launched in Szczecin, north-west
Poland, in October 2018. the main goals of the “I Love Poland”
programme, apart from promoting Poland, is to train sailing
enthusiasts of the young generation, who by participating in
cruises and regattas become Polish ambassadors in the world.
During their experience with our Polish friends, the young
sailors were treated to a guided tour of the boat followed by a
sail out to the Fairway buoy and back.
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Malta Sailing Federation News

The growth in sailing and related activities in the last few years
and especially in the last months has been outstanding. There
has been the rebirth of windsurfing at the Malta Young Sailors
Club, the appointment of a national coach for the Laser squad
for the Games of the Small States of Europe (GSSE) Laser team,
the agreement with SportMalta for the funding of the National
team in preparation for GSSE in 2023, the announcement of
the National offshore boat project, and the participation of our
first parasailor in the Hansa 303 World Championships.
This growth did not just happen but is the fruit of hard work by
the Clubs and Associations within the Malta Sailing Federation.

WINDSURFING AT MALTA YOUNG
SAILORS CLUB (MYSC)
Following the successful return of windsurfing at MYSC with
the reintroduction of the LT Windsurfer in the summer of 2020,
2021 brought the arrival of the IQ foil and foiling windsurfing
to the island. Spearheaded by veteran Jean-Paul Fleri Soler and

Radial. The Malta Sailing Federation has been hard at work
coordinating and preparing our best talent for these Games. A
national performance coach to fine-tune our top athletes has
been engaged for the Laser class and negotiations with top
performance Optimist coaches will soon be concluded. A physical
performance project with a special fitness establishment has
been agreed and the results of this programme are already
showing their first results. The Federation is confident that
with such a talented pool of sailors and the specialised training
it is facilitating, Malta will once again dominate the sailing
event.

OLYMPIC TRAINING BASE
followed by a very enthusiastic brood of young sailors fresh
out of the Laser class, this class has been steadily gaining
momentum. The arrival of an enthusiastic Polish champion to
our shores in September further consolidated this drive and a
steady fleet of foiling windsurfers has become a feature of the
waters north of St Paul’s Bay. This development is very much in
line with what is happening in international windsurfing circles
and we augur that this continues to develop to bring back the
golden age of windsurfing as experienced in the 70s and 80s.

GSSE 2023
By the time we go to print it will be one year to go for the
GSSE in Malta. Sailing has made a comeback to the Games,
after an absence of fourteen years. In that edition in Monaco,
Tom Zammit Tabona won the Gold medal in the Optimist Class
and Maya Podesta had won the Silver medal in the Laser

With the success that our Olympic class sailors are achieving,
The Federation is now taking the next step by establishing
an Olympic Class training base. After a call for Expressions of
Interest on all newspapers from suitable venues, a venue has
been chosen and Planning Authority permits are being sought
to transform this into a world-class Olympic training facility.

SAILING FOR ALL
The Malta Sailing Federation is firmly aligned with World
Sailing’s vision of Sailing is for All. Following a sponsorship by
Yachting Malta, the first Maltese Parasailor participated in the
Hansa 303 World Championships for disabled sailors. Gianluca
Aquilina became the first Maltese Para sailor to compete in the
World Championships for parasailors. The Federation will be
working closely with Yachting Malta and the Malta Paralympic
Committee to bring Sailing to everyone irrespective of ability.

VIVA MALTA
The project revolves around the purchase of a Cookson 50 –
which will be named Viva Malta and which was purchased
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by Yachting Malta in 2021. The Malta Sailing Federation,
through SportMalta, has been entrusted with the running of
the National Offshore Project and subsequent selection of
crew members. The Malta Sailing Federation is now inviting
experienced sailors, over the age of eighteen who are members
of a Club or Association affiliated with the Malta Sailing
Federation to submit their sailing and racing CV for possible
consideration. Their intent needs to be registered by sending
an email to Malta Sailing Federation President Michael Mifsud
on president@maltasailingfederation.org
Michael Mifsud
President, Malta Sailing Federation
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RMYC Sailing School Coach Alexandr
Denisiuc reflects on the success the
Sailing School has registered in 2021.
We can safely say that 2021 was a successful one.

OPTIMIST TEAM

News
from the
Sailing
School

The racing Optimist fleet grew to twenty boats and our
young sailors have attended Regattas at a National Level,
some of which were ranking events and for which they
won several places on the podium.
On an international level, our Optimist team represented us
in three events in Italy which welcomed an extensive fleet
of 450 boats. Our sailors, which included Matthew Camilleri,
Poyraz Fidanboy, Katrina Micallef, and Luca Schembri Meli,
gave an outstanding performance that saw them climb up
amongst the Top 150 sailors.

ILCA TEAM
Launched at the School, in 2020 with just one member,
this Class has grown to ten members, feeding the
continuity from the RS Feva programme, which currently
has 5 Teams. Dimitris Vertsonis took part in several highlevel international competitions, with his best performance
seeing him take a Top 10 place in the ICLA 6 Class in the
Senior European Championships.

GAMES OF THE SMALL STATES OF
EUROPE - 2023
Two of our ILCA Team members, Dimitris Vertsonis and
Lara Merten, have been selected to form part of the
National Sailing Team which are currently training for
possible selection at the 2023 Games of the Small States
of Europe which will be taking place in Malta. The last time
Sailing was included in these Games was in the Games of
Monaco in 2007.

SUMMER SAILING
The sailors mentioned above all started training in the RS
Vision/ Bug/ RS Feva beginner groups. This summer the
popularity of these Classes has increased, so much so that
the school had over 100 regular attendees last summer.
Overall, the school catered for approximately 200 children
who experienced the joys of sailing. Our Summer Sailing
Progamme is an ideal way for children to be introduced to
the sport. Our lessons teach them the skills required to sail
whilst at the time having fun and making new friends.
Having said, that the school doesn’t just cater to children.
The Adult classes attracted over sixty sailors throughout
the year!
All this motivates us to keep on with the intensive work
that is being carried out to ensure that we not only achieve
strong participation but also improve on our sailors’
performances at a competitive level on the world’s stage.
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For local enquiries contact Sean Arrigo – DPM on 27441114 or 99495901.
Email – info@seanarrigo.com

ELUSIVE 2
WIN ZHIK DOUBLE HANDED
FIGURE OF EIGHT RACE

VIVA
MALTA
THE MALTESE OFFSHORE SAILING TEAM

Malta will have its first national offshore team which will
represent our country in international offshore sailing
competitions. This initiative was brought about by Yachting
Malta in collaboration with the Ministry for Transport,
Infrastructure and Capital Projects and the Parliamentary
Secretariat for Sport, Recreation and Voluntary Organisations,
following an investment of approximately €400,000.
The Offshore Sailing Team will have full use of a Cookson
50, a boat which will be given the name ‘Viva Malta’. At the
time of going to print the Cookson 50 was on its way to
Malta from the United States. Malta has a proud history of
sailing achievements, with many local sailors competing in
international events such as the Rolex Middle Sea Race, Rolex
Sydney-Hobart, Rolex Giraglia. Suffice to say that the Rolex
Middle Sea Race has the name of nine Maltese winners etched
in its history.

“The launch of the National Offshore Sailing Team is
a red-letter day for the sailing community in Malta.
The project which kicked off last year involved a lot
of intensive work but the dream has been achieved.
Through this initiative the maritime industry will
take another step forward as our country will now
have its national sailing team
which will participate in offshore races”
- John Huber, Chairman, Yachting Malta
The programme for Viva Malta is based on four years, with the
first year being dedicated to the purchase and management of
the boat; 2022 seeing events taking place in the Mediterranean;
2023 would look at participation in events in the UK and the
Nordic areas whilst 2024 would be dedicated to events taking
place in North America and the Caribbean.
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National Call for Crew for the National Offshore
Sailing Project
The Malta Sailing Federation, through SportMalta, has been
entrusted with the running of the National Offshore Project
and subsequent selection of crew members.
The project has also roped in the support of one of Malta’s
foremost offshore sailors, Christian Ripard, who certainly
needs no introduction in local and international sailing circles.
He will be the project’s mentor and prime advisor to the
campaign.
The selection of the Cookson 50 followed a rigorous selection
process for which several experienced stakeholders were
engaged. The Cookson 50 is not the most complicated of
boats, however, it is not to be underestimated. It is a superbly
built offshore racer with the credentials of a thoroughbred.
The Malta Sailing Federation is now inviting experienced
sailors, over the age of eighteen, who are members of a Club
or Association affiliated with the Malta Sailing Federation to
submit their sailing and racing CV for possible consideration.
Their intent needs to be registered by sending an email to Malta
Sailing Federation President Michael Mifsud on president@
maltasailingfederation.org.

Aaron and Christoph Podesta racing
on Elusive 2 emerged winners of
the last competitive sailing race for
2021.

Filfla it was a tough long upwind leg all the way to Comino,
where a shifty wind entailed crews to make many tacks along
the cliffs.
Elusive 2 maintained its position in front to complete the course
in just below seventeen hours. The second, to finish was Sean
Borg’s Xpresso, whilst Ton Ton Laferla Insurance was the third
boat to finish the race in front of the Royal Malta Yacht Club.

Dubbed as one of the longest-standing races of the Royal
Malta Yacht Club racing calendar, the Zhik Double Handed
Race, presented by RLR Yachting, was originally scheduled to
take place earlier on in December but the extreme weather
conditions, particularly the high swells on the day saw the
race being postponed. Race Officer Georges Bonello Du Puis
set off the fleet in one start from Marsamxett Harbour on a
southbound, 85 nautical mile course.

First, in Elapsed and Corrected Time, Elusive 2 were declared
winners of the Race. With ratings coming into play it was
Gambin’s Ton Ton Laferla Insurance to pip Calypso to second
place, with just three minutes on corrected time.

Six boats undertook the challenge of what is considered one of
the toughest races on the Club calendar. The majority of these
crews were seasoned competitors in double-handed racing.
The least experienced were the crew of Jarhead Foundation’s
Jan skippered by Patrice Pace and Alex Ziegler, whilst one of the
youngest members of the fleet was sixteen-year-old Kristian
Borg Nicolas at the helm of J-Lance.

“This race might not present one of the largest fleets on the
Club’s racing calendar but it definitely shows competitive and
resilient spirit. Racing a boat between two people for over
sixteen hours, in not the easiest of conditions, is certainly
not for everyone.” Commented Georges Bonello DuPuis, Race
Officer. “It was great to see that all the boats who were on the
starting line, finished the race safely and thank them for being
part of this race. Thanks also go to RLR Yachting who have
been supporting this race for many years”.

Prizes, consisting of a selection of the latest Zhik merchandise
were presented to the winners by Thomas Ripard, representing
RLR Yachting.

Taking the lead in a flying start was Jonathan Gambin’s Ton Ton
Laferla Insurance, who was closely followed by Elusive 2 and
the Ripard’s Calypso.

ZHIK DOUBLE HANDED RACE RESULTS

Elusive 2 went on to overtake Ton Ton Laferla Insurance just
before Munxar Buoy where the Podesta duo went for an early
kite hoist that helped them pull away slightly. After passing

1st
2nd
3rd

Elusive 2 (Aaron Podesta/ Christoph Podesta)
Ton Ton Laferla Insurance (Jonathan & Gerald Gambin)
Calypso (Sebastian Ripard/Stefan Debattista)

“The plan is to have half of the crew made up of highly
experienced sailors and the rest of upcoming talent. The
selected crew will be required to undergo a rigorous training
programme which will include physical training, theory and
practice” explained Mifsud. “We will ensure that committed and
suitably qualified sailors will get the opportunity to represent
Malta in several international races.”
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Lee Satariano’s Artie III
wins the Round Comino Race
First to cross the finish line in front of the RMYC was Satariano’s
Artie III who also won his Class – IRC1. In IRC 2 Andrew Agius
Delicata and Matthew Gabriele’s Vivace took the honours
whilst the Cruisers Class was won by Mario Debono’s Janissah.

“The dreary and wet conditions did nothing
to dampen the fleet’s competitive spirit on
Sunday morning. In spite of the rain, the
wind and water conditions were just right
for a short and fast race!” Race Officer
Peter Dimech.
Prizes were given to the winners at a prize-giving event at the
Club.
Brightly coloured spinnakers in red, orange, and pink hues
brightened up an otherwise dull and dreary Marsamxett
Harbour as twelve boats took part in the Autumn Round
Comino Race hosted by the Royal Malta Yacht Club.

The RMYC thanks Peter Dimech, Simone Dimech and Edgar
Warrington for their assistance during the race.

As the rain pelted the fleet throughout most of the 30 nautical
mile course, the wind conditions – close to 25 knots, were
perfect in providing the boats with a short yet fast race that
saw big waves to the west of Comino but generally flat on the
eastern side of Malta.
As Race Officer Peter Dimech set the fleet off in one start, the
Ripard family’s Calypso, Andrew Agius Delicata’s Vivace, and
Lee Satariano’s Artie III took charge and led the fleet out of
the harbour. From then on Satariano took the lead to gain a
considerable advantage as he steered the HH42 around the
Fairway Buoy before taking a straight course to Comino.
Rounding the mark behind Artie III were Calypso, Vivace,
Jonathan Gambin’s Ton Ton Laferla Insurance, and Ramon Sant
Hill’s Comanche Raider III. In the cruisers’ fleet, it was Mario
Debono’s Janissah to round first.

RMYC AUTUMN ROUND COMINO RACE
RESULTS
IRC CLASS 1
1st
2nd
3rd

Artie III (Lee Satariano)
Ton Ton Laferla Insurance (Jonathan Gambin)
Comanche Raider III (Ramon Sant Hill)

IRC CLASS 2
1st
2nd
3rd

Vivace (Andrew Agius Delicata / Matthew Gabriele)
Calypso (Sebastian & Tom Ripard)
JYS Jan (Saul Vassallo)

IRC CRUISER CLASS
1st

Janissah (Mario Debono)
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ELUSIVE 2
wins
Yacht Lift
Round Malta
Race
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The Yacht Lift Round Malta Race was a crowd puller, having
attracted one of the biggest fleets the Club has seen in recent
times.
Over twenty boats, split into four Classes were on the starting
line in Marsaxmett ready to race in great racing conditions,
where a west, south west wind was shifting between 18 to
22 knots making it for a fast race.
Race Officer Peter Dimech sent the fleet on a Northbound
course of approximately fifty nautical miles.
The first to leave were the IRC and RMYC Cruising Classes.
Leading the fleet out of the harbour mouth was Kevin Pisani
Zammit’s Dimm, followed by Mario Debono’s Janissah and
Ferdinand Grech’s KonTiki. Although Dimm had a good start,
technical issues forced them to eventually retire. In the end,
Janissah prevailed, approximately five minutes ahead of
KonTiki. In the RMYC Cruising Class, Gino Cutajar’s Beneteau
57 Kira took the honours.

Jonathan Camilleri Bowman’s Maltese Falcon II finished in third
place.
Prizes, sponsored by Yacht Lift Malta included a full service
consisting of lift and power wash at the Yacht Lift Malta facility,
were presented to the winners by Daniel Gatt, representing
Yacht Lift.

YACHT LIFT ROUND MALTA RESULTS

Overall - Elusive 2 (Aaron, Christoph & Maya Podesta)
IRC Cruisers
1st

Janissah

Mario Debono

2nd

KonTiki

Ferdinand Grech

3rd

Inspiration

Godwin Zammit

RMYC Cruisers
1st

Kira

Gino Cutajar

In IRC1, Artie III skippered by Christian Ripard took an immediate
lead, with Elusive 2 and Ton Ton Laferla Insurance trailing
behind. Ripard and his crew were the first to cross the finish
line in front of the Royal Malta Yacht Club after nearly five
hours of racing, however, it was the Podesta’s Elusive 2 who
won the overall Race and their Class on corrected time with
an advantage of approximately seven minutes. TonTon Laferla
finished in third place.

IRC Class 1

Family Ripard’s J99 Calypso took the lead of the IRC2 fleet and
kept this advantage until Comino, when Vivace, skippered by
Andrew Agius Delicata and Matthew Gabriele reached them
near Comino. An overtaking game took place until both reached
Filfa when Vivace took the lead to finish ahead of them - both
on elapsed and corrected time.

1st

Vivace

Andrew Agius Delicata/
Matthew Gabriele

2nd

Calypso

Ripard, Larvan Ripard/ Sebastian Ripard

3rd

Maltese
Falcon II

Jonathan Camilleri Bowman

1st

Elusive 2

Aaron, Christoph & Maya Podesta

2nd

Artie III

Lee Satariano / Christian Ripard

3rd

Ton Ton

Jonathan Gambin

IRC Class 2
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Y a c h t i n g M a lta

OTTOVOLANTE
WINS
YACHTING MALTA
SYRACUSE RACE
(IRC CLASS)

a gap between Ottovolante, Corona (Sara Baldwin/Luis
Azzopardi), and Zenhea Takesha. Becalmed at the south of
Gozo, Artie III saw its substantial advantage eaten away by the
following pack. The same fate was also experienced by Ton
Ton who ended up being overtaken south of Gozo after having
held a dominant position for most of the race. With winds dying
down in the Comino Channel, the gap between Artie III and the
fleet started to diminish causing the fleet’s progress to halt
substantially.

Ottovolante and Engi with Ton Ton coming in fourth and the
leading Maltese boat on ORC.

Artie’s superiority however continued, enabling them to
establish a new course record when they crossed the finish line
at 11:45:11hrs.

“The Royal Malta Yacht Club is very
happy with the outcome of the
sixty-first edition of this race.

Around the same time as Artie’s finish, Ottovolante, Corona,
and Ton Ton had rounded the northernmost tip of Malta. By the
time the trio reached Baħar iċ-Ċagħaq, Corona fell back leaving
Ton Ton and Ottovolante to continue with their close battle.
Reaching the Fairway Buoy, Zenhea Takesha joined the fray,
with Engi tagging along in the background.

MALTESE BOAT ARTIE III SETS NEW COURSE RECORD
The Royal Malta Yacht Club and the Lega Navale Italiana
hosted the sixty-first edition of the Malta – Syracuse Race in
September.
The customary race briefing took place on the evening before
the start and was followed by a reception, hosted by Yachting
Malta at the Lega Navale for race officials and participants
Alternating annual directions of sailing meant the, sixteen boat
fleet departed from Syracuse on a 110 nautical mile course to
Malta. This race saw its course slightly modified, increasing
the distance and time limit. This change will allow the Malta
– Syracuse race to be included in the Lega Navale Italiana FIV
Offshore Trophy (Trofeo d’Altura) ranking points series.

It took the frontrunners considerable time to round the mark
before heading into Marsamxett for the finish line, with Ton
Ton and Ottovolante neck to neck until the very end. Ultimately
it was Ottovolante who prevailed, finishing the race fifty-one
seconds ahead of Ton Ton.

As a result of the challenging weather conditions, seven boats
retired.
The Yachting Malta – Syracuse Race came to an end in the
evening when main sponsors Yachting Malta hosted a Prize
Giving evening at the Royal Malta Yacht Club.

Despite all the challenges faced by
Covid-19, our Club and our co-hosts the
Lega Navale Italiana in Syracuse pulled
off a good race which was not short of
competitive, yet friendly action”

With ratings coming into play, it was Ottovolante, Ton Ton
Laferla Insurance, and Jonathan Camilleri Bowman’s Maltese
Falcon II who took the top three prizes in IRC Class of the race.

David Cremona, Commodore,
Royal Malta Yacht Club.

In the hotly contested ORC class, Malafemmena proved once
again to be the perfect boat for the light conditions, eventually
taking the overall ORC podium followed by fellow Italian boats

Present for the Prize Giving was Marco Ianno, President of
the Lega Navale Italiana (Sezione di Siracusa), and John Huber,
Chairman of Yachting Malta.

The start of the race, outside Syracuse’s Porto Piccolo, was
eventful. With the fleet expecting a sedate start, winds
gusting around 30 knots caught it unawares causing a flurry of
activity both on the start line as well as the boats progressed
round the windward mark.
From the Maltese boats, Ramon Sant Hill’s Comanche Raider III
had a very good start eventually taking the lead with a slight
gap over Salvatore Maggiulli’s Engi. As the fleet reached Capo
Murro di Porco, Engi gained ground over the fleet having been
closer to land. From then positions started changing. The everpresent Ottovolante shadowed Comanche Raider III, who once
again gained substantial ground over the two Italian boats to
gain a comfortable lead. This advantage was cut short when
storm damage to the bow section caused the Maltese Farr 45
to retire.
Race favourites Artie III (Lee Satariano) and Ton Ton Laferla
Insurance (Jonathan Gambin) had a relatively unimpressive
start but quickly pushed their way to the front of the fleet,
bypassing Engi, Zenhea Takesha, and Ottovolante as they
reached Capo Passero.
Reaching the northern tip of Gozo, Artie III maintained a
comfortable lead over Ton Ton which also managed to create
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PORTO TURISTICO MARINA DI RAGUSA

berth with
us!

“Yachting Malta is very keen to support
such events, particularly given their
historical nature as well as the actual
racecourse, which takes crews to some of
the best sailing areas of Sicily and Malta.
We hope that the pandemic will give us
some respite so that we can look forward
to seeing the race grow again
in future years”

The Porto Turistico Marina di Ragusa
houses boats and yachts up to 55 m for a
total of 700 berths.
A few miles from the main
Mediterranean destinations and a few
kilometers from the most beautiful
places in southern Sicily, it is the ideal
landing place for short, medium and
long-term stays.

John Huber, Chairman,
Yachting Malta
The Club expressed its gratitude towards Race Officer Peter
Dimech and volunteers Edgar Warrington, Luca Lacitignola,
Alfred Caruana, and Wolfgang Scheifinger for assisting with
finish line duties and Maurilio Carpinteri from the Lega Navale
for his assistance in the scoring process.
Yachting Malta – Syracuse Results
First Maltese Boat – Artie III (Lee Satariano)
First Italian Boat – Ottovolante (Fabio Santoro)
IRC

ORC

1st

Ottovolante (Fabio Santoro)

Malafemmina (Corrado Rizza)

2nd

Ton Ton Laferla Insurance (Jonathan Gambin)

Ottovolante (Fabio Santoro)

3rd

Maltese Falcon II (Jonathan Camilleri Bowman)

Engi (Salvator Maggiulli)

Berthing Assistance | Reception & Concierge |
Parking | Wi-Fi | Showers |
| Security | Laundry | Car Hire
| Boat Maintenance | Fuel Station

Telephone: +39 0932 230301 | Email: info@ptmr.it | Web: https://www.portoturisticomarinadiragusa.it
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WINS
GOZO WEEKEND REGATTA

“Despite the light weather conditions, this
was a fun event, which had a complete mix of
close racing combined with coastal and round
the cans racing. Topping off the event was the
happy hour at Gleneagles”
Sebastian Ripard, Calypso.

The new J99 Calypso, skippered by Sebastian Ripard, etched
its name on the BOV Gozo Regatta trophy following a highly
successful performance throughout the weekend, which
welcomed a strong fleet for a much-awaited weekend of
competitive sailing in Gozo.
As is customary, the Regatta kicked off with a passage race to
Gozo on the Friday afternoon. Race Officer Peter Dimech opted
for two separate starts for the Racing and Cruising Classes.
The light winds on the day made it for quite an uneventful
start with Calypso taking the lead in the Racing Class and
Godwin Zammit’s Inspiration leading the Cruisers’ fleet.
Hopes for morning sailing on Saturday were dashed when
lighter winds resulted in racing being called off. Wind changes
in the afternoon made it just possible to have round the cans
races between Ħondoq Bay and the West Cardinal Mark for the

Racing Classes whilst a circuit round Comino was planned for
the Cruising Fleet. The light winds made it for a slow race that
saw the two-lap course for Races being reduced to one lap.
This decision timed in well with the finish for the Cruising Class.
Sunday morning welcomed some longed-for wind from the East
allowing for a two-lap, one-mile course. With all boats raring to
go and looking forward to some adrenaline-pumping action, the
morning was not short of action with some shouting matches
ensuing. Pushing hard at the line meant that there were some
very near misses between the Racing and Cruising Classes.
The weekend came to an end with a passage race to
Marsamxett and finish at the Royal Malta Yacht Club. First to
cross the line was Xpresso, with most of the fleet trickling in
shortly after.

In agreement was Sean Borg who, after working through the
night to get the boat race-ready, found that the light conditions
suited Xpresso. Third-placed Vivace enjoyed the third day the
most, having experienced the most action-packed racing with
all the fleet fighting for the top spot.

“Although the weather did not favour hard and
fast racing, we did catch a bit of a break on
Saturday afternoon. The Race Committee boat
was not short of near misses by the fleet vying
hard for a good position.
All in all, it was a successful event.
Thank you goes to Adrian Gauci Borda, Luca
Lacitignola, Edgar Warrington, Alana Meadows,
and Josella Catalogna for their support in Race
Management duties. Most of all thank you to
Bank of Valletta for their ongoing support.”
Peter Dimech,
Rear Commodore (Sailing) and Race Officer

A prize-giving evening took place at the Royal Malta Yacht
Club a few days after the event. Charles Azzopardi, Head
CSR, and Communication at Bank of Valletta in the presence
of RMYC Commodore David Cremona presented the BOV Gozo
Regatta Trophy to the winners. The BOV Gozo Regatta forms
an integral part of Bank of Valletta ESG Commitments towards
Good Health and Well Being.

BOV GOZO WEEKEND REGATTA RESULTS
IRC Class 1
1st

Xpresso

Sean Borg

IRC Class 2
1st

Calypso

Ripard, Larvan, Ripard Ltd /
Sebastian Ripard

2nd

Vivace

Andrew Agius Delicata /
Matthew Gabriele

3rd

Pep

Mark Camilleri

IRC Cruisers (IRCC)
1st

Kontiki

Ferdinand Grech

RMYC Cruisers (RMYC1)
1st

DIM

Kevin Pisani Zammit

RMYC Cruisers (RMYC2)
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1st

Calista 1

Simon Mifsud

2nd

Seaducer

John Horsburgh
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Boxing Day Fun Race

RMYC donates €2000 to L-Istrina

INTRODUCING

JOSELLA CATALOGNA
On the other hand, her Maltese genes see her as being very
friendly and sociable …if in doubt check her out at the end of
the working day at the Club’s Bar where she winds down with
some friendly banter amongst the members present at the
time.
Raised by a career diplomat father, Josella can include
globetrotting in her list of accomplishments, having travelled
far and wide around the globe. Of course Italy remains top
on her list but recalls many happy memories of time spent in
Australia and the Middle East.
Josella is a doting mother to fourteen year old Francesco and
her Shitzu Achille – also known as Aki! Quite a few of us had
the pleasure of meeting Francesco but we have yet to meet
the little fur baby Aki!

Those of you who have met the Club’s Membership
Administrator Josella Catalogna will agree with describing her
as a ray of sunshine!
Her bright smile and jovial greeting is the first thing one
experiences when walking into the Club Secretariat – she
can brighten up the dullest of her days with her animated
Buongiorno!
Although Josella only started working for the Club in August
2021, she immediately gelled with the team, making it feel like
she has been around for years!

Of course, you can have no self-respecting Italian, or more
specifically a Roman, who is not able to cook to perfection a
pasta carbonara or pasta Cacio e Pepe or Carciofi alla Guidia….
or so she says! [EDITOR’S NOTE – we are taking her word
for it, as we haven’t experienced her culinary skills yet!]
But! It is time to stop waxing lyrical about her virtues and just
throw in one last word of friendly advice… don’t encourage her
to sing, especially your favourite song. She tends to create her
version of every song, with lyrics that do not make sense and
which will certainly not lead to her winning a Grammy Award!
You can thank us later!
Having said that, if you haven’t yet met Josella, make sure you
do at your next visit to the Club, you will certainly leave with a
smile on your face!

Shortly after joining, she was immersed in the flurry of activity
that the Rolex Middle Sea Race brings to the Club. She took
everything in her stride, she just got on with it.
She even managed to charm the grumpiest of crews who left
the Club Secretariat with not just a beaming smile but also, in
many cases, bags of Club merchandise to take home with them.
Needless to say her welcoming demeanour contributed to one
of the healthiest turnovers the Club’s shop has seen in a while!
Half Italian, half Maltese, you will find her rambling in Italian
when she gets into a heated or passionate discussion and in
true typical Italian form…yes we are stereotyping here, Josella
will gesticulate most of the time, she will speak a tad loudly
even when not necessary and of course dresses with that flair
that an Italian can bring about.
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Marsamxett Harbour was abuzz with Christmas spirit on
Boxing Day when a sizeable fleet joined the Boxing Day Fun
Race. Brightly decked boats with tinsel, baubles, and numerous
Father Christmases...of all shapes and sizes...brought a jolly
spirit to the Club and Marsamxett.
An annual event, hosted by the Club in aid of the Malta
Community Chest Fund Foundation, the Boxing Day event is
more of a fun day out on a boat rather than a race. However,
RMYC Rear Commodore (Sailing) Peter Dimech, sent the sizeable
fleet on a short course towards the Fairway Buoy and back.
As the fleet set off outside the harbour mouth, Sailing School
Head Coach Ruya Cakmakli organised several short races for
the school’s students just in front of the Club.

Following the short race, participants were invited back to the
Club Bar where the traditional ritual of mulled wine and mince
pies took place...within Covid-19 protocols. The announcement
of the “Best Dressed Boat” was welcomed with loud cheers as
Fernando Grech took home a bottle of prosecco for his efforts
in dressing up KonTiki with a festive theme.
In between contributions by participants and a donation
from the Club, a total of €2,000 was presented to the Malta
Community Chest Fund’s annual initiative L-Istrina.
The Club expresses its gratitude to all involved on the day and
a shout out to photographer Deea Buzdugan who volunteered
to take photos on the day.
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RESTAURANT FLAVOURS

GARGANELLI
ALLA BOTTICELLA
SERVES 4
Port 21 and Yacht Club Chef Oliver Kavaji creates this
classic, to die for pasta dish which does not require a
lot time in the kitchen. Made with simple ingredients no
matter how bare your cupboards might be, we are sure
you can whip up this recipe in no time at all! Bon apetit!

INGREDIENTS
600 gr Garganelli (fresh)
200 gr Guanciale
4 eggs
4 egg yolks
1 Onion
1 can Tomato Polpa
1/2 glass White Wine
4 Tbsp. Olive Oil
125 gr Grana Padano
1/2 tsp. Chilli flakes

METHOD:
Put water for pasta, add salt.
Meanwhile, pour Olive Oil into pan, add Guanciale and fry until
crispy, add Onions, cook until transparent, then add chilli and
white wine.
Add polpa, reduce and turn off the heat.
In a separate bowl beat eggs and yolks with Grana cheese
and set aside.
Once pasta is cooked toss it in the pan with Tomato/
Guanciale sauce, when it’s coated add Egg mixture and
vigorously mix making sure that eggs do not scramble.
When it reaches creamy consistency its ready to serve and
enjoy.

Port 21 at the Club Restaurant is open for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner.
Reservations are strongly recommended.
Book your table by calling Port 21 on +356 2123 6886
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